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Abstract
Based on the linear function between the maximum horizontal stress obtained by fitting the measured in-situ stress test result and buried depth, FLAC3D software was used in this paper to analyze the characteristics of lower-group roadway surrounding rock under the influence of multi-mining of deep nearly interval coal seam. The results showed that: There are relatively high stress concentration around roadway, especially on the left side and the roof, affected by space location during tunneling; The vertical stress and the maximum and minimum principal stresses of roadway surrounding rock are increasing, while the horizontal stress is decreasing during the mining of working face; During roadway excavation, Surrounding rock stress is asymmetry due to the asymmetry mining of near working faces and the multiple factors superposition affected by supporting pressure and original rock pressure, while both sides of the roadway are substantially symmetrical after the mining of working face.


1 Introduction
Coal is the foundation of the national economy and social development, it is predicted that the proportion of coal in China's principal energy is still up about 50% by 2050. Underground mining is the main method in China, requiring a lot of underground roadway excavation. According to incomplete statistics, the former state-owned key coal roadway excavation length was 7598.4km, and more than 80% of roadways were coal roadway and semi coal-rock roadway in 2005. 70 to 80% of roadway surrounding rock stability were strongly influence d by coal mining[1]. Coal mining causes redistribution of surrounding rock stress, not only giving rise to stress concentration on coal pillar around mining space, but also passing the stress into deep floor rock stratum [2,3,4,5]. And with the increase of mining depth, surrounding rock pressure continues to grow, as well as more and more serious roadway deformation. It is not only makes a lot closer of the two ribs, roof subsidence, but also showed a strong floor heave[6,7,8].Therefore, it is significant to analyze the characteristics of lower-group roadway surrounding rock under deep nearly
interval coal seam for maintaining the stability and smooth as well as ensuring roadway mine construction and production safety.

2 Project Overview
Currently coal mining depth is nearly 800m in Jinning II coal mine, reaching a mining depth of rock burst occurrence, and the main mining coal seam with the rock burst inclination. The study area is located in the bifurcation of No. 3 seam, mainly mining 3up and 3down, as nearly distance coal mining. The above coal seam used fully mechanized mining, and the beneath used fully mechanized sublevel caving mining. The mining sequence is downward mining, and the mining sequence of working face is 113up01 working face→113down08 working face→113up02 working face→113down09 working face. Driving roadway along goaf in 113down09 track tunnel with thin coal pillar retaining, and designing the width of thin coal pillar is 3.5m in 113down08 goaf. During the mining process of adjacent working faces, supporting pressure distribution above the 113down09 working face are constantly changing, and not all above coal seams can be obtained leading to stress concentration in the remaining pillar area, which affects the stability of track tunnel of 113down09 working face. 113down09 track tunnel begins excavation after the mining of adjacent working face completes, at that time, overlying rock movement of goaf has not been stable as 113down08 mining ends not long, therefore, the complex supporting pressure, forming during the track tunnel excavation, affects the roadway stability. 113 down 09 and the adjacent working face layout are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1 Spatial relationships of working face layout](image)

3 Determination of In-situ Stress
Combining stress measurement results of eleven mining area and the surrounding mining area, as shown in Table 1, the paper using regression analysis, gains the function between the maximum horizontal stress $\sigma_{h_{\text{max}}}$ and buried depth $H$, that is,$\sigma_{h_{\text{max}}}=0.033H+1.908$ , coefficient of determination $R^2=0.668$. Its fitting curve is shown in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principal stress</th>
<th>measurements/MPa</th>
<th>Elevation $/^{\circ}$</th>
<th>Azimuth$/^{\circ}$</th>
<th>testing depth/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>22.34</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>21.91</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>26.99</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>29.79</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>773</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Stress of principal rock measurements under different testing depth
According to the above function, the maximum horizontal principal stress is 27.65 MPa when buried depth of 113down09 working face is 780 m.

4 Numerical Model

Given many advantages of FLAC3D, the software was used to build the numerical model. According to the geological conditions, stratigraphic integrated histogram and spatial relationships of adjacent working faces in Jinning II coal mine, the simulation determined the upper boundary level-680 m, the lower boundary level-820 m, and laterally to both working face sidelines 100 m. In order to obtain accurate results of the stress and displacement distribution, grids at the adjacent excavation area and coal pillar area were compacted, and specific grids generation is shown in Figure 3. Both sides of the model (horizontal direction) use horizontal displacement constraints, and the bottom of the model uses vertical and horizontal displacement constraints, and the load of the upper strata on the model boundary is approximately considered as uniformly distributed load \( q \), i.e. Overburden weight \( q = \gamma H \), and the selection of \( q \) is related to thickness \( H \). The Mohr-Coulomb model is adopted for numerical simulation, and the goaf and roadway using “Null” element.

5 Analysis of Simulation Results

In accordance with the model, adjacent working face of 113down09 are firstly mined to analyze the stress characteristics of overlying strata after mining face; Then simulate the excavation of track tunnel of 113down09 to analyze stress characteristics of roadway surrounding rock during the excavation process; 113down09 working face excavation is finally simulated to analyze stress characteristics of roadway surrounding rock during the mining process.

5.1 Simulation Result during Roadway Excavation

Before the track tunnel of 113down09 excavation, overlying rock collapse regularly after the mining of nearby working face, which has a great impact on 113down09 excavation. Figure 4-Figure 7 describe the impact of 113down08, 113up02 and 113up01 mining on track tunnel of 113down09 excavation.
As can be seen from Figure 4 to Figure 7, the surrounding rock occurs stress concentration during roadway excavation. Figure 4 shows that vertical stress around the roadway is increasing. Stress concentration on the roadway left rib is more obvious due to the left pillar, while stress concentration on the right rib is small because of the right adjacent 113down08 goaf. Figure 5 shows that there is a large increased area of horizontal stress resulted from shear stress of margin stratum increasing by the mining of right working face. Figure 6 shows that the maximum principal stress is on the left side of the roadway. Figure 7 shows that the minimum principal stress is also on the left side of roadway, and relatively great, but the minimum principal stress concentration above the roadway is greater.

5.2 Simulation Results during the Mining of Working Face
The mining of 113down09 working face
aggravates the deformation and failure of surrounding rock, and stress filed of 113down09 crossheading undergoes complex changes again. Figure 8-Figure 11 describe the stress characteristics of roadway surrounding rock during the mining of 113down09 working face.

As can be seen from Figure 8 to Figure 11, surrounding rock stress concentration increases after the mining of 113down09 working face, and concentration area is roughly symmetrical distribution. Figure 8 shows that vertical stress concentration on roadway ribs is obviously intensified, and both sides of ribs are goaf, so stress concentration symmetrically distributes on both sides of the roadway. Figure 9 shows that horizontal stress concentration is on the upper side of track tunnel, and stress distribution is symmetrical as working faces of both roadway sides has completed mining. The shear stress of roof stratum decreases, so horizontal stress decreases more than that during...
excavation. Figure 10 shows that the maximum principal stress concentration transfers to the roadway roof, and relatively greater. Figure 11 shows that the minimum principal stress concentration area is symmetrically distributed on both sides of the roadway.

6 Conclusions
The FLAC3D software is used to simulate and analyze the surrounding rock characteristics during the excavation of track tunnel and mining of 113down09 working face. The following conclusions are drawn.

1) According to the actual measurements of in-situ stress, regression method is used to obtain the function between the maximum horizontal principal stress $\sigma_{h_{\text{max}}}$ and buried depth H, i.e., $\sigma_{h_{\text{max}}} = 0.033H + 1.908$.

2) During the excavation of track tunnel, the right is completed 113down08 working face, and the left is uncompleted 113down09 working face, so relatively higher stress concentration is on the left side and the roof of the roadway because of the influence of spatial location. Therefore, there is safety hazard of rock burst occurring in such areas, and the monitoring and prevention of rock burst are necessary.

3) During the mining of working face, overlying strata movement intensifies, the plastic zone further develops, and stress distribution of working face changes, especially the stress distribution area of 113down09 track tunnel. Since both sides of roadway have been mined, stress distribution of both roadway sides is substantially symmetrical, vertical stress and the maximum and minimum principal stress are all increases, while horizontal stress decreases.
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